U.S. TRADE

Promises come easily, aid comes more slowly

By MIKE DORNING
Chicago Tribune

During the election campaign and again this summer as the Bush administration fought for a free-trade agreement with Caribbean countries, the White House regularly extolled its efforts on behalf of U.S. workers who lose their jobs to foreign competition.

Two weeks before last fall’s election, at an aircraft hangar in Rochester, Minn., President Bush shared the stage with Michelle Clements, an electronics worker whose factory was shut. He cited the federal aid she received to study law enforcement as an example of government help for dislocated workers.

“Trade adjustment assistance, retraining programs,” Bush said. “Listen, the federal government has got ample money to help people go back to school.”

Not so for Nancy Secor of Pinckney, Mich., a 43-year-old mother of two laid off in July after working 22 years at an auto parts plant. She qualified for the same trade adjustment assistance program as Clements but was told there was no money left for her. Instead, she was told she would be put on a waiting list, she said.

“First they tell you you’ve lost your job. Then they tell you this is available, there’s a little light at the end of the tunnel,” Secor said. “And then the light’s gone.” With no prospects for a new job, she dug into her family’s dwindling savings to pay $1,300 for paralegal training.

Now, even though the auto industry is beset by foreign competition, the 50,000 U.S. employees of Delphi Co. whose jobs have been put in jeopardy since the auto parts maker filed for bankruptcy reorganization this month also may find assistance is not so easy to get. In the real world of pink slips and padlocked factory doors, government “trade adjustment assistance” often falls far short of the rhetoric offered by the White House as a key part of its argument for free-trade deals. Bureaucratic roadblocks, limited funding and restrictive legal requirements combine to render the benefits inaccessible to many — probably most — workers who lose their livelihoods as lower trade barriers open U.S. markets to more foreign competition.

In the case of employees of Delphi who ultimately lose their jobs, their eligibility for any trade-related assistance would depend on whether they meet a narrow set of standards. Essentially, eligibility would be determined on a factory-by-factory basis, hinging
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on whether the auto part produced there had experienced a recent surge in imports or Delphi could be shown to have shifted production for the same part overseas, said Rick McHugh, an attorney who has handled trade adjustment cases.

And even when workers are deemed eligible for the trade assistance, they sometimes face extended waits before they receive any training assistance, as Secor did.

When it comes to one much-touted trade assistance program, "wage insurance," fewer than 800 workers in the country received the aid as of June.

"There is less to it than meets the eye. Trade adjustment assistance simply doesn't meet most workers' needs," said Lori Kletzer, an economics professor at the University of California, San Diego, who has studied the impact of foreign competition on manufacturing jobs.

Labor Department officials maintain there is ample assistance available for dislocated workers and that they have made efforts to improve the program. But they contend that is restricted by limitations Congress placed on the program and poor management by some state-level agencies.

"There's a lot of fault to go around to a lot of people," said Howard Rosen, executive director of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Coalition, an advocacy group for dislocated workers. But, he added, "I wish this administration were as aggressive in assisting unemployed workers as it is in pursuing free-trade agreements."

Although most economists believe that the nation as a whole benefits from freer trade, as consumers gain access to cheaper imports and exporters gain larger markets, the costs are high for workers who lose their jobs in the process.

Partly to lighten the burden on those put out of work for the greater good and partly to counter union opposition to free-trade deals, Congress has provided for some type of assistance to workers dislocated by foreign trade since the 1960s.

The menu of benefits currently available includes extended unemployment insurance, training programs and a tax credit for dislocated workers who buy their own health insurance. Economists estimate that 300,000 to 450,000 manufacturing workers lose their jobs every year due to foreign competition, not to mention service workers' job losses that are harder to calculate.

But in 2003, only 204,000 workers were certified eligible for trade assistance by the Labor Department, according to an investigation by the Government Accountability Office. And only about 47,000 actually received the re-training assistance, said the GAO, Congress' investigative unit.

For workers to be certified eligible, their employer or a union representative must submit a petition to the Department of Labor, showing that a layoff or plant closure was trade-related and meets specific criteria set by Congress. The Labor Department denies 40 percent of the petitions, a department official said. And it does not consider petitions for service-sector job losses, which are not covered by the Trade Assistance Act.

Congress has capped spending for worker re-training under the program at $220 million per year.

A Labor Department official said the agency had made management improvements since then and blamed continued problems on mismanagement by state agencies that administer training funds.

"We inherited a program that in my opinion was in disarray in 2001," said Mason Bishop, a deputy assistant labor secretary. "We are now able to work with states when issues and problems arise and we do so aggressively."

As a new feature of the law passed in 2002 granting Bush authority to negotiate free-trade deals, Congress established a "wage insurance" program for dislocated workers 50 and older, offering to make up half of their lost earnings for up to two years or $10,000, whichever is less. In an August speech to the conservative Heritage Foundation, Labor Secretary Elaine Chao cited the initiative as one example of the generous assistance offered to workers whose jobs have been displaced by trade.

But as of June, fewer than 800 workers in the nation were receiving the assistance, according to an Internal Revenue Service report sent to state regulators and provided to the Tribune by a state regulatory official. A spokesman for the Department of Labor, which administers the program, declined to make data available.
ECONOMIC SNAPSHOT

Mortgages getting bigger

Mortgage loans for owner-occupied housing are increasing at all levels. These increases reflect initial loans for home purchases and do not include refinancing or home equity loans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Wis.</th>
<th>Dane Co.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. mortgage loan, 2000</td>
<td>$130,568</td>
<td>$109,493</td>
<td>$133,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. mortgage loan, 2003</td>
<td>$163,751</td>
<td>$133,264</td>
<td>$160,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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QUESTIONS: Send questions, comments to Andy Lewis of UW Extension at andy.lewis@uwex.edu.